9 WAYS TO WIN
WITH ZURVITA
1

CUSTOMER COMMISSIONS
Enroll a customer - retail or on Smart Subscribe - and earn 20% of the CV
associated with the product ordered. Earn even more with our Product Sales
Bonus (PSB) program, available on select products.
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*See Commissions List for full details
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BUILDERS BONUSES
Enroll a Consultant with a Starter Pak and earn 20% of the TBV associated with
the product ordered.
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*See Commissions List for Builders Bonus amounts

3

FAST START
Enroll 3 customers (minimum product order $44.95) and 3 Consultants (with
Starter Paks) in your first 30 days and earn a $100 Fast Start Bonus.
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4

RANK ADVANCEMENT & CONSISTENCY BONUSES
Accumulate GBV ($) in your organization in a calendar month and earn a Rank
Advancement Bonus. Bonuses start at Senior Consultant (3,000 GBV). Earn this
bonus for 12 months by re-qualifying at that level (GBV) every month.
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*The 60% max per leg rule applies, meaning that you can use a maximum of
1,800 GBV in your largest leg to rank up to Senior Consultant.

These illustrations and explanations are for educational purposes only and should not be
considered guarantees or projections of income. For complete explanations of these
concepts, please read the full Zurvita Compensation Plan document.
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TEAM BONUSES
Every time new Consultants enroll in your team, you accumulate TBV. When your
Team Bonus tracker reaches 1,000 TBV, you will earn a $150 Team Bonus. You
must maintain at least 3 active customers to earn Team Bonuses.
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400 TBV

RESIDUAL INCOME & OVERRIDES
Earn 20% of CV (or a PSB) on personal sales every time a customer orders (or
reorders). Earn overrides of 5% of CV on orders in your organization. The number
of levels of overrides depends on your rank level. As a Senior Consultant, you
qualify for 4 levels of overrides...
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DISCOUNTED PRODUCT
Enroll 3 Preferred Customers containing Zeal (or have 3 customers reorder) in a
calendar month and earn $60-75 off your Smart Subscribe order the next month.
Also, look out for special flash sales for savings off the wholesale price.

8

MONTHLY PROMOTIONS
Zurvita regularly launches special promotions and incentives to help Consultants
to build their business. Ask your leader to share the current promotions.

9

INCENTIVE TRIPS
Zurvita periodically launches incentive trips to Consultants who are
accomplishing special things in their business. Ask your leader if there are any
incentive trips available to earn currently.

These illustrations and explanations are for educational purposes only and should not be
considered guarantees or projections of income. For complete explanations of these
concepts, please read the full Zurvita Compensation Plan document.

